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Modern Art Gallery- Ravindra

Manch Auditorium 

"Arty Affair"

Modern Art Gallery in Ram Niwas Bagh is a small art gallery on the first

floor of the Ravindra Manch Auditorium. The work of renowned modern

artists and sculptors of Rajasthan are displayed in this gallery. Maharaja

Ram Singh was responsible for the birth of this gallery in the 19th Century.

The Modern Art Gallery is closely located to the Central Museum and is

also very close to the Ram Niwas public Gardens.

 Off MI Road, Ravindra Manch Auditorium, Jaipur

 by Hans   

Juneja Art Gallery 

"Contemporary Art Treat"

Gallery Artchill was started in 1994 and its previous name was Juneja Art

Gallery. This gallery is situated inside the inside the Amber Fort of Jaipur

and is a well-renowned Modern and Contemporary art gallery. In the past

20 years this gallery sponsored 120 Art shows and has exhibited Indian

art at many international events. This gallery is the official cultural partner

of the Hotel Le Meridien, Jaipur.It has opened up three new branches in

Jaipur with a total art space of 8000.square feet (743 square meters).

 +91 141 253 0015  www.artchill.com/  sangeetajuneja@hotmail.c

om

 Off Amer Road, Amber

Palace, Jaipur

 by BazaNews   

Gyan Gallery 

"Personal Memoirs"

Gyan Gallery was built to honor the late Shri Gyan Chand Dhaddha. All the

priceless objects that one sees are collected by Gyan Chand Dhaddha

himself. Items like Mughal rugs that showcase an entire hunting scene,

gemstones, silver hukkas, paintings of 19th century and older and very

rare inscriptions all can be found in this gallery. One can also get a

glimpse of his personal belongings in this very gallery.

 +91 141 510 2401  gyangallery.com/  info@gyangallery.com  G-1/21-23 Tonk Road, Gem

and Jewellery Zone, EPIP,

Sitapura Industrial Area,

Jaipur
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